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Abstract. An MPEG-based image contrast enhancement algorithm for
people with low vision is presented. Contrast enhancement is achieved
by modifying the inter- and intra-quantization matrices in the MPEG de-
coder during the decompression stage. The algorithm has low computa-
tional complexity and does not affect the MPEG compressibility of the
original image. We propose an enhancement filter based on the visual
characteristics of low-vision patients, and report the results of preference
experiments with 24 visually impaired subjects. Subjects favored low to
moderate levels of enhancement for two of the tested video sequences,
but favored only low levels of enhancement and rejected higher en-
hancement for two other sequences that had fast motion. © 2004 Society
of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1723493]

Subject terms: television enhancement; MPEG decoding; spatial frequency; vi-
sual acuity; central field loss; motion compensation.
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1 Introduction

As the population ages, a growing number of people su
from visual impairments. These impairments and their
sulting disabilities greatly impact the quality of life o
many elderly people. A Louis Harris survey found that v
sion impairment affects 17% of Americans age 45 a
older, and 26% of those age 75 and older.1

Traditionally, vision rehabilitation research was aimed
improving mobility and reading abilities. But more re
cently, efforts have been made to improve the ability of
visually impaired to perceive pictorial information with th
use of video-based devices. Magnification partially co
pensates for the loss of sensitivity experienced by the v
ally impaired and improves their ability to perceive visu
information. But magnification was shown to be insuf
cient to restore some functions such as reading rate
face recognition.2 Contrast enhancement of video may im
prove the visibility further and thus help the visually im
paired enjoy television.

Digital image enhancement to improve video images
the visually impaired was first proposed by Peli and P3

~applying an adaptive enhancement algorithm!, and Peli,
Arend, and Timberlake4 investigated the use of a number
common image enhancement algorithms. Similar te
niques were applied to the enhancement of text by Lawt5

and by Fine and Peli.6 While image enhancement wa
shown to modestly improve reading rate and may impro
mobility as well, we see the main value of image enhan
ment in providing the visually impaired with better acce
to the ubiquitous video images presented on monitors. T
vision is an important means of obtaining information a
sharing in the culture. Since television is primarily a visu
medium, visually impaired people have not had full acc
to its benefits. Even so, most people with visual impa
ments do watch television with their families, and pre
1318 Opt. Eng. 43(6) 1318–1328 (June 2004) 0091-3286/2004/$15
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watching television to other activities.7,8 Television use by
the visually impaired has increased over the years, and
sually impaired people watch television nearly as much
or more than normally sighted people.7,9 The Descriptive
Video Service~DVS!, which broadcasts programs with
separate audio channel carrying a narrative description
the visual scene,9 is available for the visually impaired
Although it is helpful~particularly for the blind!, it remains
a limited service, and substituting auditory for visual info
mation can detract from the television-viewing experien

Enhancement of static images was shown to sign
cantly and substantially improve face recognition f
people with central visual field loss and for those with o
tical media opacities.10 Real-time processing of live colo
video, using an adaptive enhancement algorithm,3 was
made possible with the development of the DigiVisio
device.11 A pilot study using this device found increase
recognition of details in the videos, and almost 95% of t
subjects preferred the individually tuned enhancement
device offered over unenhanced videos.6 A different study,
using a face recognition task~in static images!, found that
individually tuned enhancement improved recognition, b
no better than uniformly applied adaptive enhancemen12

An additional study of motion video found that subjec
significantly preferred enhanced images to unenhanced
ages, and that individual selection of parameters resulte
a greater affinity for enhanced video over unmodifi
video.13

Most of the previous approaches were based on the
tering of analog~uncompressed! video, even though digita
signal processing was used. However, the use of dig
video products applying MPEG compression~see Sec. 2.1
for an MPEG primer!, such as digital televisions, DVD
players, and digital camcorders, is rapidly growing. T
global sales of DVD players were estimated to reach ab
41 million units in 2002 and 52 million units in 2003.14 The
.00 © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Kim, Vora, and Peli: MPEG-based image enhancement . . .
Federal Communications Commission~FCC! has adopted a
plan requiring digital television~DTV! tuners on nearly all
new television sets,15 giving consumers access to digit
programming. Techniques for video enhancement to aid
sually impaired people must evolve to be compatible w
new digital media formats.

There are various approaches to enhancing digital c
pressed images. Images may be enhanced prior to com
sion and coding~precompression!, after decoding~postde-
compression!, or within the coding/decoding proces
~which is the method we propose here!. Precompression
enhancement may affect the compressibility of the ima
and may require postdecompression processing to main
quality.16,17 The postdecompression approach18–22 can be
adopted without affecting the compressibility of the orig
nal image. But it tends to increase the severity of compr
sion artifacts ~e.g., block artifacts!, making them more
clearly visible.18,19,23

Some postdecompression enhancement algorithms
coding information from compressed video to impro
performance.20–22 For example, Tsai et al.20 have proposed
an iterative algorithm using coding information for enhan
ing video sequences that are encoded at very low bit ra
The algorithm improved video quality in peak signal-t
noise ratio~PSNR! gain, but was limited by high computa
tional complexity. Boroczky and Janssen21 proposed deriv-
ing a usefulness metric for enhancement~UME! using
compression information from MPEG-2 bitstreams to i
prove the performance of sharpness enhancement. Y
and Boroczky22 further improved on the original concept21

by redefining the UME, as a quantitative value describ
whether and how much a pixel could be enhanced with
worsening coding artifacts. The new UME algorithm h
lower computational complexity than the Tsai et al. ite
tive algorithm,20 but it is still computationally expensive.

Various postprocessing methods have recently been
veloped to remove block artifacts that occur after ima
decompression.17,23–28While reduction of compression ar
tifacts in still images has been studied extensively, lit
work has been done in improving the quality of compres
video.23 Martucci28 removed block artifacts in the com
pressed frequency domain, but the process required m
fication of the standard discrete cosine transform~DCT!
configuration in JPEG or MPEG. Konstantinides a
Beretta29 implemented an image sharpening technique
the JPEG domain using the quantization matrix in the
coding stage, similar to our own method.30,31 They took a
degraded image~as produced by imaging systems, such
color scanners or fax machines! and used a reference imag
to attempt recovery of the original image quality. Th
sharpening algorithm showed promising results, but w
applied only to static images where a high-quality refere
image was available.

To compensate for their reduced resolution and cont
sensitivity, low-vision patients tend to view televisio
monitors at very close distances. From such a short
tance, they are much more sensitive to block artifacts fr
image compression than are most television viewers. T
minimizing the appearance of block artifacts is an imp
tant consideration when contrast-enhancing compres
images for low-vision patients.
-
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We developed an MPEG-based video enhancement
operates during the decompression stage. This appro
can reduce the appearance of block artifacts and is base
the visual characteristics of low-vision patients.

Our MPEG enhancement algorithm is based on an a
rithm for the enhancement of JPEG compress
images.30,31 In the previous JPEG enhancement, the filt
ing was applied to all DCT frequencies without consideri
the visual properties or viewing distances typical of peo
with low vision. The MPEG-based enhancement appro
presented here is constrained by two considerations.
enhancement approach must be compatible with the c
viewing and the specific contrast sensitivity of people w
low vision, and it must also interoperate with the curre
MPEG-2 standard that handles DTV. Because the enha
ment is performed simultaneously with decompression
it only requires access to the quantization matrix, it h
minimal computational cost.

2 Image Enhancement in the MPEG-2 Domain

2.1 MPEG Basics

The international standard ISO/IEC 13818-2 ‘‘Generic co
ing of moving pictures and associated audio informatio
video,’’ and the ATSC document A/54~Ref. 32! ‘‘Guide to
the use of the ATSC digital television standard,’’ describe
system known as MPEG-2 for encoding and decoding d
tal video data. An MPEG system is composed of an
coder and a decoder.33–35 The basic underlying process
similar to JPEG coding. Encoded pictures are made up
pixels. Each nonoverlapping array of 838 pixels is known
as a block. A 232 array of blocks~16316 array of pixels!
is termed a macroblock. The 2-D DCT is computed f
each block. The DCT coefficients are quantized by dividi
each coefficient by the corresponding entry in a quanti
tion matrix and then rounding to integers. Quantization
the DCT coefficients is a lossy compression process. M
small coefficients are quantized to zero in this step. A z
zag scan of the DCT matrix and~lossless! entropy coding
take advantage of these zero-valued entries to lower the
rate required to encode the coefficients for storage or tra
mission. These compression steps combined take advan
of spatial correlations in the image. The quantization ma
is transmitted with the encoded image in the header
contains, in addition to the quantization matrix, other e
coding and displaying parameters such as the size of
coded video pictures, image aspect ratio, picture rate, e35

MPEG compression also takes advantage of the tem
ral correlation between frames. Compression is achie
using prediction techniques~motion estimation in the en
coder, motion compensation in the decoder!. Some video
frames called ‘‘I’’ ~intra! pictures are encoded indepe
dently of all other pictures without prediction. Picture
called ‘‘P’’ ~predicted! pictures may be encoded using pr
diction from previous pictures~which may be intra- or pre-
dicted pictures! and will in general be used as a referen
for other predicted pictures. ‘‘B’’~bidirectional predicted!
pictures may be encoded using prediction from both pre
ous and subsequent coded pictures and provide the hig
amount of compression. The P and B pictures are ca
inter-frames. Each macroblock in these frames is classi
as either moving or nonmoving. Nonmoving blocks of t
1319Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 6, June 2004
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Kim, Vora, and Peli: MPEG-based image enhancement . . .
inter-frames contain essentially the same information as
blocks in the preceding picture~s!, and thus do not have to
be recoded or retransmited. In the case of the inter-fra
moving blocks, a coding process similar to that used
intra-coded blocks is applied using the inter-quantizat
matrix, which may be different from the intra-quantizatio
matrix.

Macroblocks from a P or B picture to be encoded are
to both a subtractor and a motion estimator. The mot
estimator compares each of these new macroblocks
macroblocks in a previously stored reference picture or p
tures. It finds the macroblock in the reference picture t
most closely matches the new macroblock. The motion
timator then calculates a motion vector, which represe
the horizontal and vertical displacement from the macr
lock being encoded to the matching macroblock-sized a
in the reference picture.

The motion estimator also reads this matching mac
block ~known as a predicted macroblock! out of the refer-
ence picture memory and sends it to the subtractor
subtracts it, on a pixel by pixel basis, from the new ma
roblock entering the encoder. This forms an error predict
or residual block that represents the difference between
predicted macroblock and the actual macroblock being
coded. This residual is often very small, permitting a high
level of compression. The residual block is coded usin
DCT and quantization. However, a different quantizati
matrix, the inter-quantization matrix, is applied to the r
sidual or moving sections in the video sequence, while
intra-quantization matrix is applied to static nonmovi
blocks of the intra-pictures in the video sequence.

In the MPEG decoder, the video sequence
decompressed.35 The decoding process can be thought of
the reverse of the encoding process. The received enc
data is first losslessly decoded. The quantization matr
are derived from the header. Quantized DCT coefficie
are fed to the inverse quantizer and then to an inverse D
that transforms them back to the spatial domain. For P
B pictures, the motion vector data are used to read a
ticular macroblock~a predicted macroblock! out of a pre-
viously stored reference picture. Adding this prediction
the residual forms the reconstructed picture data. In
case of a motion block, the residual is decoded using
inter-quantization matrix. For I pictures, there are no m
tion vectors and no reference picture, so the prediction
forced to zero and the intra-quantization matrix is used.
I and P pictures, the output is fed back to be stored a
reference picture for future predictions.

2.2 Spatial Frequency Filtering in DCT Domain

The properties of the DCT coefficients provide a very na
ral way for defining spatial frequency filters in the DC
domain.28 Figure 1 is an illustration of DCT basis function
for the 838 block commonly used in MPEG and JPE
coding. The top-left function represents the DC or zero s
tial frequency. Along the top row, the basis functions
crease in horizontal spatial frequency content. Down
left column, the functions increase in vertical spatial fr
quency, with an increase in both horizontal and verti
frequencies along the diagonals. The normalized spatial
quency, f n ~cycles/pixel! of the corresponding basis func
tions in the DCT domain, is
1320 Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 6, June 2004
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f n5K/2N, K50,1,2,...N21, ~1!

whereK is the order of the coefficient andN is the size of
the block.

Effective image enhancement requires increasing
contrast in a specific range of frequencies. Increasing
contrast at spatial frequencies that are not at all visible p
vides no benefit, while increasing the contrast of alrea
visible frequencies can cause distortions and is also
likely to provide any benefit. Enhancement can be eff
tive, however, at frequencies to which the viewer is sen
tive only to high contrast levels. Figure 2 shows t
contrast detection threshold as a function of spatial f
quency adopted from Peli et al.10 Those low-vision patients
@visual acuity 0.48 to 0.83 log minimum angle of resolutio
~MAR!# could detect test targets in the spatial frequen
range of 3 to 7 cycles/deg, but required much higher c
trast than normally sighted observers. Most of them co
not detect at all targets at frequencies higher than 8 cyc
deg. To relate the spatial frequencies to orders in the D
domain and to the low-vision patient’s contrast detect
thresholds, the spatial frequency variablef in cycles/deg of
the contrast threshold function is converted to the norm
ized spatial frequencyf n in cycles/pixel as follows.36

f n~cycles/pixel!5 f ~cycles/deg!/ f s~pixels/deg!, ~2!

where the sampling frequency (f s) depends on the viewing
distance and the screen size.

In a previous study in our lab, the median preferr
viewing distance of low-vision subjects for watching a 2
in. television screen~7203480 pixels! was found to be 36
in. The f s for this distance is approximately 22~pixels/deg!.

Fig. 1 The DCT basis functions for an 838 block. The coefficients
represent the magnitude of the basis function representing the sig-
nal. K is the order of the basis function and the corresponding coef-
ficients derived from the DCT. As can be seen, the basis functions
order K represent the spatial frequency of K/2 cycles/block. The
basis functions inside the lined area represent the critical frequen-
cies to be enhanced. We excluded the two functions circled because
their enhancement increased the appearance of block artifacts. In
areas outside these bands, the quantization matrix was not modi-
fied.
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Kim, Vora, and Peli: MPEG-based image enhancement . . .
By substitutingK57, N58, and f s522 into Eqs.~1! and
~2!, the maximum visual spatial frequency in the 838 block
is 9.6 cycles/deg. The conversion results for these co
tions are given in Table 1. In the DCT domain, we e
hanced the shaded frequency orders ofK52 to K55 to
achieve enhancement of the visual frequency range of
proximately 3 to 7 cycles/deg. In Fig. 1, the outlined ar
shows the basis functions we enhanced. We enhanced e
component in theK52 to 5 bands except the two circle
DCT basis functions. Removing the enhancement fr
these low-frequency coefficients reduced the severity
block artifacts.

2.3 Image Enhancement Using Quantization
Matrices

Applying filtering in the DCT domain can be achieved
the MPEG decompression stage by manipulating theQ ma-
trices available in the sequence header. As explained in
2.1, in MPEG, there are two differentQ matrices—intra-
and inter-matrices—with different values for quantizati

Fig. 2 The contrast detection threshold as a function of spatial fre-
quency for low-vision patients and normally sighted observers
(modified from Peli et al.10). The bolded black line shows the aver-
age contrast detection threshold of people with normal vision. The
thinner lines show the contrast thresholds of eight low-vision pa-
tients. The range of 3 to 7 cycles/deg is the range of frequencies
where enhancement has the most potential benefit for low-vision
patients. Note that patients could not see the frequencies higher
than 8 cycles/deg.

Table 1 Visual spatial frequencies corresponding to the DCT orders
of basis functions for a viewing distance of 36 in. and a 27-in. tele-
vision monitor.
-

-

ry

.

of still and moving macroblocks. The intra-Q matrix con-
tains values for quantizing still macroblocks, while th
inter-Q matrix operates on moving blocks. In our enhanc
ment approach, both the intra- and inter-Q matrices are
multiplied, point by point, with predesigned intra- an
inter-enhancement filter arrays to obtain the modifiedQ
matrices. This technique only requires access to the in
and intra-quantization matrices being decoded from
header, and the ability to multiply them with the enhanc
ment filter arrays. The filtration is applied as:

q̄i j 5e fi j •qi j , ~3!

where qi j are the elements of intra- or inter-quantizatio
matrices,e fi j are the elements of enhancement filters~EF!,
and q̄i j are the elements of the modified intra- or inte
quantization tablesQ̄, which are then used in the MPEG
decoding. The MPEG header decoding and new header
coding operations, shown in Fig. 3, were implemented
ing ReStream™~Siegfried Hildebrarnd, Deggendorf, Ge
many! software.37 In the preference study reported here, t
same filters were applied to both intra- and inter-matric

(4)

Equation~4! shows the enhancement filter~EF! array ap-
plied in our study. The lambda~l! parameter is an enhance
ment gain that might be modified by the user in real tim
from a remote control of a device implementing our alg
rithm. Enhancement of interlaced television formats ten

Fig. 3 Data flow diagram for image enhancement in the MPEG de-
compression domain. Still and motion blocks can be enhanced by
filtering of intra- and inter-Q matrices, respectively. Note that ^ is a
point-by-point multiplication. The header decoding and new header
encoding were implemented in software.41
1321Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 6, June 2004
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1322 Opt
Fig. 4 A graphic illustration of the quantization factors used: (a) the default intra-Q matrix, (b) its
filtered/enhanced Q̄ matrix (using l54, a51.5). The ratios between (b) and (a) represent the en-
hancement applied at different frequencies.
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to increase line flickering artifacts. Previously, we used
rectional enhancement~vertical edge enhancement only! in
an effort to reduce such flickering.30 Here, we implemented
a slight asymmetry with the placement of the arbitrary fa
tor a in the filter structure, emphasizing vertical edge e
hancement, as shown in Eq.~4!. This was sufficient to sub
stantially reduce these artifacts. Figure 4 illustrates
quantization factors used in the MPEG standard def
intra-Q matrix35 @Fig. 4~a!# and its filteredQ̄ matrix @Fig.
4~b!# using Eqs.~3! and ~4! with ~l54, a51.5).

3 Generation of Enhanced Test Video Sequences

Table 2 lists the four digital standard definition~SD!-grade
MPEG-2 elementary test sequences~resolution: 7043480!
that we used.38,39 SD grade is frequently used in DVD an
digital television systems in which the quality is approx
mately equivalent to that of current NTSC television.32 The
interlace scanned Susie, Flowers~Flwer!, and Table Tennis
~Tennis! sequences are available at seven different bit ra
~40, 18, 12, 8, 6, 4, and 1.5 Mbps!. We chose the 8 Mbps
as it is the median bit rate. For the Lion sequence, we u
a lower bit rate of 6 Mbps because the Lion sequence
progressive sequence and thus has slightly higher qua
Generally, rates of 6 to 8 Mbps are used to fit 90 min
video onto a 4.7-GB DVD disk.40

We carried out pilot tests with nine visually impaire
subjects to decide on a number of experimental parame

• range and step size of enhancement levels

• mode of presentation—sequential versus side by s
~split screen!

• sequence duration

Table 2 The characteristics of the MPEG-2 sequences used.

Name Lion.m2v Susie.m2v Flwer.m2v Tennis.m2v

Bit rate 6 Mbps 8 Mbps 8 Mbps 8 Mbps

Scan Progressive Interlaced Interlaced Interlaced
ical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 6, June 2004
.

:

• number of sequences and levels to be tested and
peated.

Based on the results of these pilot tests, we created
hanced MPEG-2 video sequences using a range ofl values
~l52, 3, 4, and 5! with a constant factora51.5, for both
the intra- and inter-matrices~see Appendix A in Sec. 7!. For
comparison of original and enhanced sequences, we us
side-by-side~split-screen! display as shown in Figs. 5–8
To create the side-by-side display, we decoded original
enhanced MPEG sequences with the MPEG softw
decoder.41 After decoding the MPEG sequences~including
the required enhancement!, we cut each sequence so that
was only half the original width, but maintained the cen
of the picture. We then merged the original and enhan
sequences using Matlab~MatLab Image Processing Too
box, MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts! so that they
played simultaneously. We mirror reversed the placem

Fig. 5 An example of side-by-side (split) screen view of the Lion
sequence used in the experiment. Here the left side is an enhanced
video (l54) and the right side is an original video in mirror image.
Only half the widths of the original and enhanced (352 pixel) videos
were used. The two halves were merged into one video sequence.
Most subjects favored a moderate level of enhancement for this
sequence.
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Kim, Vora, and Peli: MPEG-based image enhancement . . .
of the half video to enable the side-by-side comparison
similar image areas. Both left- and right-enhanced
quences were created to allow balancing of the side
which enhancement was presented. A total of 32 video
~4 sequences34 gains32 sides! each 5-sec in length wer
generated this way. Presentation of the 32 sequences
about 30 min. Experiments longer than 30 min. might ha
been too fatiguing for our mostly elderly subjects.

4 Experimental Evaluation

4.1 Subjects

24 visually impaired subjects~14 men and 10 women!,
ranging in age from 44.8 to 85.7 years~median 71.0 years!
participated in the study. The subjects’ visual acuity w
measured using an electronic test device with random le
presentation~BVAT model number 22-4850, Mentor O&O
Incorporated, Norwood, Massachusetts!. Log MAR acuity
ranged from 0.54~20/70! to 2.10 ~20/2500! ~average 1.02
60.35!. All subjects had documented central field loss
both eyes. Visual field was measured using an auto-
tangent screen~Cat. Number 71-54-41, Bausch and Lom

Fig. 6 An example of the Susie sequence (l54). This sequence is
an interlaced sequence with moderate motion. Most subjects fa-
vored a moderate level of enhancement for this sequence.

Fig. 7 An example of the ‘‘Table Tennis’’ sequence (l54). This se-
quence is an interlace sequence with fast motion. Most subjects
favored little enhancement for this sequence.
s

k

r

t

Rochester, New York!. The fields were measured monoc
larly, using a 6-mm white target at a distance of one me
The central blind spots ranged form 7 to 50 deg in t
horizontal dimension~median 20 deg! and from 10 to 50
deg in the vertical dimension~median 30 deg!. The average
time for measuring visual acuity and visual field was abo
45 min.

4.2 Procedures

Subjects were asked to sit approximately 36 in. from
19-in. monitor~Dell Dimension 8250 computer with a De
P1130 Color Monitor, Resolution 160031200, 32-bit color
at a 75-Hz refresh rate, graphic card NVIDIA Gforce
MX420, luminance range 4 to 104 cd/m2! in a dimly lit
room ~3.6 foot candles!. They were shown the 5-sec vide
sequences, which repeated until the subject responded.
subjects were asked to evaluate each side of the video
quence for how clear the video was, how much detail a
information could be obtained from the video, and the ge
eral quality of the picture. Using these guidelines, th
were asked to choose which side of the video~left or right!
they preferred. If the subject could not see any difference
the two sides at the first test sequence~levels 4 or 5!, they
were allowed to move closer to whatever distance th
chose. Measurements of their viewing distances w
taken. Subjects were forced to choose a side~i.e., they
could not say the pictures looked the same!. Once they
chose a side, they were asked to rate the chosen side
tive to the other side as ‘‘a little better,’’ ‘‘better,’’ or ‘‘much
better’’ ~responses were recorded as a score of 1, 2, or 3!. If
a subject selected the enhanced side sequence, a po
score was assigned. If the subject selected the original
enhanced sequence, a negative score was assigned
negative or positive score from the first question was co
bined with the second question to yield a score that ran
from 23 to 3, except zero. Two scores were derived fro
each level of enhancement for each sequence~one score
when enhancement was on the left side and one whe
was on the right!. The two scores were averaged.

Fig. 8 An example of the Flwer sequence (l54). This sequence is
an interlaced sequence with fast motion. Most subjects favored little
enhancement for this sequence.
1323Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 6, June 2004
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1324 Optical Engi
Fig. 9 The median (50%) scores of the 24 subjects’ responses to the different sequences and levels
of enhancement. The error bars show the range from first quartile (25%) to third quartile (75%). The
subjects preferred moderate levels of enhancement for the Lion and Susie sequences. For the two
other sequences, the subjects only favored a low level of enhancement (l52). Note that the * indicate
a statistically significant effect at the p,0.05 level.
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5 Results

Figures 5–8 are examples of the test images from the
quences presented to the subjects. In all figures, the left
is a frame from the enhanced sequence~l54! and the right
side is the corresponding frame from the original sequen
The subjects as a group preferred the three lower enha
ment levels~l52 to 4! for two of the sequences: Sus
~Wilcoxon signed rank test,Z23.2.26, p,0.03) and Lion
(Z23.2.55, p,0.02) ~Fig. 9!. The small preference show
for the highest enhancement level~l55! only approached
significance (p50.08 andp50.07 for Lion and Susie, re
spectively!. The two highest enhancement levels~l54 and
5! for the two other sequences~Flwer and Tennis! were
rejected (Z23.2.48, p,0.03; andZ23.2.36, p,0.02, re-
spectively!. The lower enhancement levels were not sign
cantly different from the original, although there was
slight preference for the low level of enhancement~l52!,
and that effect was statistically significant for the Flw
sequence (Z2352.14,p50.03).
neering, Vol. 43 No. 6, June 2004
-
e

.
-

During the experiments, we noted that a few subje
seemed to have a clear preference for one side of the sc
irrespective of the presentation of enhanced or original
quence. In each condition, there were two identical pres
tations, one with the enhanced sequence on the right
one with the enhanced sequence on the left. We there
tested each patient to see if the selection was the sam
the two presentations or different. For 11 of the 24 subje
the preference was dependent on the side of the dis
~paired t-test,P,0.05), indicating a bias to one side.

Figure 10 shows the results from the 13 subjects w
showed consistent~unbiased! preference regardless of th
position of enhanced sequences~i.e., on the left or right
side of the screen!. The results of these 13 subjects a
similar to those of the whole group. There is slightly high
preferences for the enhancement of the Lion, froml52 to
4 (Z12.2.05, p,0.05), and of Susie, froml53 to 4
(Z12.2.15, p,0.04). For the other two sequences, su
jects significantly rejected the two highest levels~l54 to 5!
Fig. 10 The median values of the 13 subjects who did not have a bias to one side or another. The 13
subjects’ results show similar tendencies as the whole group of 24 subjects shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 11 The effects of intra- plus inter-, just intra-, and just inter-enhancement with l54 (the preferred
enhancement level used in the Lion sequence enhancement). (a) The original image is an unen-
hanced B (bidirectional) picture. (b) The intra- plus inter-enhancement shows combined enhancing
effects in moving and still areas. We used this intra- and inter-enhancement for our experiment. (c) The
intra-enhancement shows the enhancement effects in all still areas. (d) The inter-enhancement shows
the enhancement effects in the moving lion and the person’s trousers.
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for Flwer (Z12.2.27, p,0.03), and the highest leve
~l55! for Tennis (Z12.2.76,p,0.01).

The median preferred viewing distance was found to
20 in. ~minimum of 8 in., maximum of 32 in.! from the
19-in. PC monitor. From 20 in., the presented imag
spanned 42 and 29 deg, horizontally and vertically, resp
tively. The f s for this distance was approximately 1
~pixels/deg!, and the maximum visual spatial frequen
was 7 cycles/deg for the 838 block. Thus, in our case, th
frequency bands ofK52 to K55 we enhanced corre
sponded to approximately 2 to 5 cycles/deg.

6 Conclusions

We implemented and tested a new MPEG-based televi
image enhancement for people with low vision. The e
hancement is applied during the MPEG decompress
phase and only requires access to the quantization matr
As such, the computation load is minimal and can be ea
applied in real time. 13 of the 24 visually impaired subjec
who had no side bias in their response, favored a mode
level of enhancement for the Lion and Susie sequen
which are representative of the amount and type of cam
motion in popular television program formats such
-

s.

e
,

drama or news. Subjects favored only low-level enhan
ment for the Flwer and Tennis sequences, and clearly
jected the higher levels of enhancement for these two
quences. It is possible that the enhancement for th
sequences was rejected because these sequences c
more motion, and the enhancement of fast motion
quences resulted in visible motion artifacts or led to stro
ger enhancement artifacts due to the combined enhan
effects of the intra- and inter-enhancement~see Appendix A
in Sec. 7!.

We intend to investigate a few ways to reduce the
motion artifacts in future studies. Reducing the enhan
ment level of interenhancement relative to the intrae
hancement@e.g., intraenhancement level~l!54, interen-
hancement level~l!52 or 3# should result in the reduction
of motion artifacts. Further, the information about motion
available within MPEG video coding and could be used
adjust the enhancement levels adaptively for video s
ments depicting fast motion or simply for all motio
blocks. Others21,22 have previously used motion estimatio
and scene change detection to ensure temporal consist
and control the gain of enhancement of MPEG video. Su
1325Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 6, June 2004
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1326 Op
Fig. 12 The differences between (a) the original and each enhanced image [Figs. 11(b), 11(c), and
11(d)]. (b) The intra- plus inter-enhancement shows strong combined enhancement. (c) The intra-
enhancement shows enhancement in all areas. (d) The inter-enhancement shows the enhancement
effects in moving areas only. The static background in (d) is not enhanced at all.
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adaptive gain control based on motion may provide e
better results.

This MPEG-based image enhancement algorithm m
provide an inexpensive and flexible way of delivering mo
visible digital video to elderly and visually impaired aud
ences. Implementation requires only minimal modificati
to conventional MPEG decoders. The enhancement co
be individually tuned, and the level of enhancement co
be varied in real time by the viewer using a remote cont
This technology may have a wide market appeal for ma
elderly television and PC viewers with moderate visual i
pairments.

7 Appendix A: Effects of Enhancement During
Decompression from Intra- and Inter-Matrix

MPEG coding and decoding apply different quantizati
matrices to different frames@I ~intra!, P ~predictive!, and B
~bidirectionally predictive! pictures#. I pictures use the
intra-Q matrix for all blocks. P and B pictures apply intra
and inter-Q matrices to still and moving blocks
respectively.35 While the intra-matrix is used to quantiz
actual image blocks, the inter-matrix is used to quantize
image difference of moving blocks. The enhancement
tical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 6, June 2004
be applied to either matrix alone or to both. When bo
matrices are modified, the modification can be identical
different.

7.1 Intra-Only Enhancement

Intra-only enhancement is enhancing intra-macroblo
with the intra-Q matrix. Only intra-macroblocks are used
I pictures and intra-macroblocks are used also in static s
ments of P and B pictures. Thus, the intra-only enhan
ment is enhancing still images and nonmoving blocks
images with motion.

I→I i8 ,

P→I p81Dp, ~5!

B→
I i81~ I p81Dp!

2
1Db.

Equation~5! shows the effects of enhancing only the intr
matrix. If the current picture is an I picture, and the ne
picture is a P picture, the decompressed I picture will
enhanced only from intra-macroblocks with the enhan
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ment filtering applied to the intra-Q matrix. The P picture
will have some enhancing effects from the macrobloc
forwarded from the previous I picture. However, the m
tion difference (Dp) blocks will be unmodified without
inter-matrix enhancement.I i8 is an enhanced I picture from
the intra-macroblocks andI p8 is a P picture partially en-
hanced with static forwarded macroblocks from the pre
ous I picture. The B pictures may have enhancing effe
from forward, backward, and bidirectional macroblock
The bidirectional averaged macroblocks are widely u
and will be enhanced except for motion differences,
shown in Eq.~5!.

7.2 Inter-Only Enhancement

Inter-only enhancement is enhancing motion differen
blocks by filtering the inter-Q matrix. Inter-Q matrix is
used for the forward, backward, and bidirectional mac
blocks in P and B pictures. Thus, as shown in Eq.~6!, the
inter-only enhancement can enhance the moving areas
and B pictures. TheDp8 and Db8 are enhanced motion
difference components in both the P and B pictures.

I→I i ,

P→I p1Dp8, ~6!

B→ I i1~ I p1Dp8!

2
1Db8.

7.3 Combined Intra- and Inter-Enhancement

The enhancement filtering of combined intra- and interQ
matrices will make combined enhancing effects of int
and inter-Q matrices as shown in Eq.~7!. This enhance-
ment will enhance all the macroblocks, so both still a
moving areas are enhanced together. While this is good
enhancement of the still areas, this combined enhancem
may create stronger enhancement levels in the moving
eas. This is because moving areas will be enhanced tw
once in the I picture and then again as a motion blo
resulting in a double application of the enhancement
these blocks.

I→I i8 ,

P→I p81Dp8, ~7!

B→
I i81~ I p81Dp8!

2
1Db8.

Figures 11~b!, 11~c!, and 11~d! illustrate the enhancemen
effects for a single video frame when processed with in
and inter-matrices~as used in this study!, and with the
intra- or inter-enhancement alone. These frames were
tured from MPEG decoded/enhanced videos. Figure 1~a!
is an original B~bidirectional! picture decoded without en
hancement. Figure 11~b! is the same picture enhanced wi
both intra- and inter-enhancement. Figure 11~c! is the pic-
ture enhanced only with intra-enhancement. Figure 11~d!
shows the enhancing effect in the moving area only res
ing from modifying the inter-matrix.
P

r
t

-
,

-

Figures 12~b!, 12~c!, and 12~d! illustrate the effects of
each enhancement by presenting the differences betw
the enhanced frames@Figs. 11~b!, 11~c!, and 11~d!# and the
original frame@Fig. 12~a!#, respectively. It is evident tha
the intra-matrix enhancement@Fig. 12~c!# enhances the
whole image, while the inter-matrix enhancement@Fig.
12~d!# results only in the enhancement of moving portio
of the scene. The combined intra- and inter-enhanceme
Fig. 12~b! thus has a stronger enhancement effect in
moving portions of the scene. We applied the combin
enhancement here under the assumption that the mo
blur that results in reduced sensitivity to moving pattern42

would require stronger enhancement for such areas.
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